In the present investigation, some theory has been developed for optimum stratification, when two auxiliary variables treated as the basis of stratification with one study variable under study. The problem has been formulated as mathematical programming problem and then solved by dynamic programming. Empirical studied have been made to illustrate the proposed method with the comparisons of other existing methods.
Introduction
Let the target population consisting of 'N' units be stratified into LM strata based on two auxiliary variables 'X' and 'Z' when the estimation of mean of the study variable 'Y' is of interest. In order to have the estimate ,we divide the whole population into the desired number of strata like LM such that each strata is homogenous within itself and heterogeneous between strata with respect to the character under study such that the number of units in the (h, k) th stratum is Nhk ,such that The basic consideration involved in the determination of optimum strata boundaries (OSB) is that the strata should be internally as homogenous as possible, that is, the stratum variances should be as small as possible, given some sample allocation. When it is difficult to made stratification on the basis of study variable we make use of information highly related with the stud variable known as auxiliary information. The determination of OSB was pioneered by Dalenius (1950) . Moreover several other authors have developed methods using study variable as stratification variable as well as auxiliary variable used as stratification variable. Dalenius and Gurney (1951) developed a technique with respect to an auxiliary variable closely related to study variable. Singh and Sukhatme (1969) Danish and Rizvi (2019) .
In this paper, the author is going to develop a method under optimum allocation using two stratification variables and one study variable.
Formulation of Problem under Optimum allocation
In stratified sampling, variance of the estimator depends on values of hk n (h=1,2,...,L ;1,2,3,...,M) apart from values of Y. Even for a fixed n, the values of the ( ) st Vy will differ for different configurations ( ) 11 ,..., LM n n n = .The combination 'n' for which ( ) st Vy is minimum among all the values of variances for different possible combinations 'n' is an optimal allocation for a fixed n. Since sampling involves cost in a survey, consider the linear cost function 0 hk hk hk C C C n =+  (1) where C0 is an overhead cost (e.g cost of setting up and maintaining an office ,recruiting survey personal and other capital expanses etc.) Chk is the cost of sampling unit from the (h,k) th stratum and C is the total cost.(1) equation is a very simple and reasonable cost function expressing the total cost of field operation. The variance under stratified random sampling is ( ) 
where  is the known constant. (7) If ' hk cs are the same from stratum to stratum, relation (7)  is the variance of in (h, k) th stratum. It can be verified by (12) and (13) .
If the joint density function of (X,Y,Z) in the super population is f(x, y, z) and joint marginal density function of X and Z is f(x, z) .Let f(x) and f(z) be the frequency function of the auxiliary variables X and Z respectively defined in the interval [a, b] and [c, d].
If the population mean of the study variable 'Y' is estimated under the variance given in equation (2.9) ,then the problem of determining the strata boundaries is to cut up the ranges V=b-a and U = d-c, at (L-1) and (M-1) intermediate points as
respectively such that the equation (9) is minimum. 
we have already let the range 
denotes the total length and width of the (h, k) th stratum. Then, using (23) and (24) ,the ranges can be expressed as
be the optimal value for the objective function (25) for the strata (h, k) to (L, k) for all k=1,2,...,M given that the lower bound for the strata (h,k) for k = 1,2,...,M is VU alone, once the ( ) 11 , VU is known, the second term ( ) The transformation functions are given by . . For fixed value of ( ) 11 ,, Table 1 shows the stratification points when the auxiliary variables are having right triangular and exponential distribution. In order to obtain 6 strata in total from which two along the x-axis and 3 along the z-axis, the OSB obtained in case of optimum allocation are presented in Table 2 along with the variance obtained by using proposed method as well variance obtained by Fonolahi and Khan (2014) .Thus it reveals that the variance obtained through the proposed method is lesser than the method proposed by Fonolahi and Khan (2014) .The percentage of relative efficiency comes out to be 237.226. Hence the proposed method is preferable than the existing method. II:Let us assume that the auxiliary variable X is having a uniform distribution with pdf as and 'erf ' is known as the error function and is given by for total 6 (2×3) strata, execute a computer programme in LINGO by assuming all these conditions given above we have Table 3 presents the OSB and variances when the auxiliary variables X and Z follow uniform and standard normal distributions respectively. The percentage of relative efficiency between proposed method and method comes out to be 423.257.Thus it reveals that the variance obtained through the proposed method is lesser than the method proposed by .Hence the proposed method is preferable than the existing method.
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Conclusion
In this investigation I have developed a method for construction of optimum strata boundaries under optimum allocation when we are having single study variable consists of two auxiliary variables. The problem happens to be multistage problem which was solved by dynamic programming by executing the programme in LINGO. It is found that the construction of strata using auxiliary variable of the populations having above mentioned distribution functions, leads to substantial gains in the precision of the estimates while using the proposed technique. Empirical studies showed that the proposed method is more precise than the methods developed by Fanolahi and Khan (2014) and that concludes the proposed method more preferable.
